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The papers for the CLA proceedings will be posted on the internet exactly as
submitted. In order to ensure a uniform appearance for the volume, all papers
must conform to the format outlined below. This document is a template that
you can use to prepare your paper. Just save it with a new name, and type your
paper into the new document.1
1.

General Guidelines

The limit for conference papers is 15 pages, including text, figures, footnotes
and references. In Page Setup, set your paper size to US Letter (8.5 × 11 inches).
Before e-mailing your paper to Paula Caxaj (paulacaxaj26@gmail.com , the
editor of this year’s Proceedings, you will need to turn it into a PDF file. Please
print out your PDF file before sending it, to make sure that it looks right. As
your file cannot be modified by the editor, submissions not conforming to these
instructions will be rejected.
2.
2.1

Format of Text
Document

Top and bottom margins should be set at 1.75 inches; left and right margins
should be 2 inches. The header and footer should be 1.25 inches from the top
and bottom edges. Headers and footers should be set to Different first page. Text
(including footnotes) should be single-spaced and justified at both the left and
right margins. However, examples should not be right-justified.
2.2

Fonts

All text should be in Times New Roman font, except for examples, which may
require special fonts. If you are using special fonts, be sure to select the Embed
all fonts option when creating your PDF file (see PDF instructions). Some fonts
— especially old WordPerfect fonts — are proprietary and cannot be embedded;
therefore, your document must not use these fonts.
10-point font should be used for text and examples, and 9-point for
footnotes and for the References section. Footnote reference marks should be in
superscript 8-point font. Page numbers should appear at the right edge of the
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header in 10-point font, on all pages except the first page. Each paper now
begins on page 1, so the first page number shown will be 2.
2.3

First Page

The title should be in 12-point capital boldface letters, centred on the first line.
Leave one blank line, and on the next two lines centre your name(s) and the
name of your institution(s) (without your department) in 10-point italic font.
Leave two blank lines, then begin with the first line of your text. Your paper
should begin either with Section 1 or with an unnumbered introductory
paragraph.
The first page includes a footer with publication information in 8-point
font, as shown in this document. Type your own name(s) in the last line.
2.4

Paragraphs and Examples

Each paragraph should be indented by 3/8 (0.38) inches, except the first
paragraph after a section heading. Sections and subsections should be numbered
in sequence using Arabic numerals on the left margin, with a period following
the single numeral of a section heading, or separating the numerals of a
subsection heading. Section and subsection titles should be indented 3/8 inches
from the left margin. Headings should be in bold font and use title capitalization.
Do not skip a line between paragraphs. Blank lines should be used: (a) to
separate example sentences from the text; (b) between examples with more than
one line or with glossed material, diacritics or formulae; and (c) before and after
section headings. An example is given below:
(1)

a.

b.

*Vano-si
tavisi
tav-ii
ti
Vano-acc
self’s
self-nom
(lit.) ‘Himselfi is drawing Vanoi.’
Nino-si
tavisii
Nino-acc
self’s
‘Heri aunt is drawing Ninoi.’

deida ti
aunt.nom

xaTav-s.
draw-pres
xaTav-s.
draw-pres

Examples (including diagrams) should be numbered in sequence using
Arabic numerals in parentheses, with all lines of each example indented 3/8
inches from the left margin. If more than one sub-example is included, as above,
each sub-example should be assigned a letter that is indented 3/8 inches and
followed by a period. In this case, all lines of the example should be indented
3/4 (0.75) inches from the left margin. Asterisks (and so forth) should be
inserted between the number or letter and the example, using spaces to place it
immediately before the example. Word-by-word glosses should be lined up with
example words using left-tab stops, and translations should be enclosed in single
quotation marks. Italics should be used for linguistic material cited in the body
of the text: for example, in (1b), deida is the nominative form.
3.

Footnotes

Footnotes should appear at the bottom of the page, single-spaced and separated
from the text by a 1.75-inch horizontal line. However, a two-point space should
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appear between footnotes (in Format Paragraph, Space After should be set to 2
points for the last paragraph of each footnote).
Acknowledgements, if any, should be placed in a footnote marked with
an asterisk immediately after the title. Subsequent footnotes should be numbered
with Arabic numerals, starting with the number 1.
4.

References

Leave two blank lines after the last line of the text, then type the label
References, centred, bolded, and in 10-point font. Leave one blank line and then
begin listing references on the next line.
References should be in 9-point font and single-spaced, with no blank
lines between entries. Second and successive lines of individual references
should be indented 3/8 inches. The format for references is the same as that for
the Canadian Journal of Linguistics, as illustrated below.
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